<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Destination(s)/Attraction(s)</th>
<th>Accommodation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Day 1 (DATE - TBA)</strong></td>
<td>Meet at Guilin Hotel Lobby</td>
<td>TBA, Yangshuo</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Tour Guide & Transport**
- Visit Cuiping Hill
- Yulong Valley Countryside Cycling
- Yulong Valley Scenic Drifting (1 x Hour)
- Visit West Street
- Evening: Impression 3rd Sister Liu Show (VIP B1 SEATING)
- Return transfer to Yangshuo Hotel
- Stay overnight in Yangshuo

**Day 2 (DATE - TBA)** | Meet at Guilin Hotel Lobby | TBA, Guilin/NA |

**Tour Guide & Transport**
- Private Tai Chi Class
- Visit Xianggong Hill
- Private Li River Cruise
- Cormorant Fisherman Demonstration
- Return transfer to Guilin Hotel/Guilin Airport

END OF TOUR
**Your Proposed Itinerary**

**Proposed Transportation**

**Fengxing Superior Van**

- Private 5 + 2 Seater Van including private driver
- This vehicle is appropriate for the tour duration and specific itinerary
- **All drivers are fully licensed; vehicles are registered, commercially insured and compliant with local tourism laws with appropriate documentation and vehicle standards (seat belts etc.)** We do NOT work with private vehicle providers – all vans provided through the transportation rental company

![Superior Van Exterior](image1)

![Superior Van Interior](image2)

**Above:** Superior Van Exterior

**Above:** Superior Van Interior (similar)

---

**Your Proposed Services in-detail**

**Tour guiding information**

Wendy Wei Tours – fully licensed tour subsidiary (Tianli Int’l), experienced and importantly, fun!

- Over 7+ years tour guiding experience around Guangxi & Guizhou Provinces

Tour Guide Details to be advised depending upon when/if you decide to book a tour

Our team is a small team of like-minded and equally capable licensed English speaking tour guides;

- **Strictly no shopping tours, commission stops, pearl museum visits, factories etc.**
Selection of Tour Highlights (Photos)

View from Cuiping Hill

Yulong Valley Countryside Cycling

Yulong River Rafting
Selection of Tour Highlights (Photos)

**Impression Liu San Jie Show**

**Private Tai Chi Class**

**Cormorant Fisherman Demonstration**

**Li River Panoramic**

**View from Xianggong Hill**
Selection of Tour Highlights (Photos)

Longji Rice Terraces

Longji Zhuang Village

Overall Pricing Details

**TOTAL PRICING**

TBA – Please Refer Website

All amounts are displayed in Chinese Yuan (CNY) & based on private tour itinerary all-inclusive.

Proposed Tour Itinerary Charges

The above proposed itinerary **includes** the following services:

- **Transportation:** All petrol/gas, car rental, highway tolls, parking fees & driver’s expenses throughout tour route;
- **Entrance Fees:**
  - Entrance Tickets to Cuiping Hill;
  - Entrance Tickets to Yulong River Scenic Drifting (1 x Hour);
  - Entrance Tickets to Impression 3rd Sister Liu Show (VIP B1 SEATING);
  - Entrance Tickets to Private Tai Chi Class (1 x Hour);
  - Entrance Tickets to Xianggong Hill;
  - Entrance Tickets to Private Li River Cruise (Xingping to Nine Horse Fresco Hill to Xingping – approx. 70 minutes);
  - Cormorant Fisherman Demonstration for approx.15 – 20 minutes;
- **Tour Guiding Fees:** Professional (fully licensed), English speaking tour guide throughout tour;

The above proposed itinerary **excludes** the following services:

- **Gratuities** (Note – unlike other agencies, we don’t require ‘x’ amount to be paid by clients on a daily basis to driver and tour guide nor forced tipping. However, in the tourism industry in China, excellent service is recognized by gratuities and tips are greatly appreciated at the conclusion of tour by guide and driver as a form of appreciation.
- **Accommodation, Meals, Flights & Travel Insurance fees**;
- Any other personal expenses not included in the above itinerary;
Terms & Conditions

Acknowledgment of Trip Member

By confirming to partake in the above tour I understand and accept that during my participation in this tour provided by Wendy Wei Tours, I may be exposed to a variety of hazards and risks, foreseen or unforeseen, which are inherent in any tour and cannot be eliminated without destroying the unique character of the tour. These inherent risks include, but are not limited to, the dangers of personal injury, property damage, and death ("Injuries and Damages") from exposure to the routine, and often unforeseen, hazards of travel and that Wendy Wei Tours has not tried to contradict or minimize my understanding of these risks.

I know that Injuries and Damages can occur by natural causes or from the activities of other persons, animals, trip members, trip leaders and assistants or third parties, either as a result of negligence or because of other reasons including "acts of God". I understand that risks of such Injuries and Damages are inherent in travel to destinations such as those offered and organized by Wendy Wei Tours and I appreciate that I may have to exercise extra care for my own person and for others around me in the face of such hazards. I further understand that on this tour there may not, on some occasions, be immediate access to rescue or medical facilities or expertise necessary to deal with the Injuries and Damages to which I may be exposed.

In consideration for my acceptance as a participant on this tour, and the services and amenities to be provided by Wendy Wei Tours in connection with this tour, I confirm my understanding that:

1. I have read these terms and conditions applicable to the tour made available to me;
2. I will pay the required costs and fees for the tour as outlined above; and
3. I acknowledge my participation is at the discretion of the leaders.

The tour does not include carpooling, transportation, or transit to and from China (except as noted in the Proposed Itinerary), and I am personally responsible for all costs and risks associated with this travel. This does not apply to transportation provided by Wendy Wei Tours during the designated period of the tour.

If I decide to leave early and not complete the tour as planned, I assume all costs and risks inherent in my decision to leave and waive all liability against Wendy Wei Tours arising from that decision.

This agreement is intended to be as broad and inclusive as is permitted by law. If any provision or any part of any provision of this agreement is held to be invalid or legally unenforceable for any reason, the remainder of this Agreement shall not be affected thereby and shall remain valid and fully enforceable.

To the fullest extent allowed by law, I agree to WAIVE, DISCHARGE CLAIMS, AND RELEASE FROM LIABILITY Wendy Wei Tours, its officers, directors, employees, agents, and leaders from any and all liability on account of, or in any way resulting from Injuries and Damages, even if caused by negligence of Wendy Wei Tours, its officers, directors, employees and agents and leaders, in any way connected with this tour. I further agree to HOLD HARMLESS Wendy Wei Tours, its officers, directors, employees, agents, and leaders from claims, damages, injuries or losses caused by my own negligence while a participant on the outing. I understand and intend that this assumption of risk and release is binding upon my heirs, executors, administration and assigns, and includes any minors accompanying me on the tour.

I have read this document in its entirety and I freely and voluntarily assume all risks of such Injuries and Damages and notwithstanding such risks. I agree to participate in the tour. I have read, I understand and I agree to the enclosed Wendy Wei Tours Reservation and Cancellation Policy.

Cancellation Policy

Wendy Wei Tours believes in a fair and flexible cancellation policy. We understand things happen and will genuinely do our utmost to accommodate any cancellations or changes. Sometimes, things are out of control and if not enough notice is given to transportation or if accommodation cannot be cancelled, we therefore will only be able to refund the balance after these amounts are covered. Generally, most hotels are flexible if enough notice is given (e.g. 10 days). If you need to cancel, please contact us at your earliest convenience so we can do our best to accommodate this.